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Features

Mergers and Acquisitions—1998 M&A: The Year in Review
by Linda Defeudere — Mergers & Acquisitions’ final 1998 issue described M&A activity in general as “at an all-time high.” In Linda’s incredibly thorough review of activity in 1998, hold onto your... or... pocketbook.

Annual review — UK 1998
by Martin White — A review of some of the events and issues of 1998 in the UK

“The Future Should Be Cute?”
by Karen Hunter — What does the future look like from a large commercial publisher’s perspective?

Scholarly societies: Pricing models for online journals

Katharine E Duff presents a representative snapshot of the current pricing models used in online societal publishing.

The de-commercialisation of scientific publishing—Some thoughts Against the Grain
by Edwin Shekold and Igor V. Svitanko — There is a growing recognition by libraries both in Europe and the USA that the commercialisation of scientific journal publishing is affecting the freedom of the system of communication...

Subscription agent’s view of the world in 1998

Profile Encouraged

Barbara Meyers — President, Meyers Consulting Services

Robert (Bob) Bovenschulte — Director, Publications Division — American Chemical Society

Op Ed — Opinions and Editorials

Lloyd Rich has a rebuttal to Robert Franklin’s rebuttal of the “Protection of Literary Titles” article that appeared in the September ATG (pp. 56-57, 60). Why don’t we have some comment or other articles as well?

ATG Annual Report Issue Survey Results
by Barry and Judy Lee

Judy Webster Remembered - Pt II

We continue here to remember our friend and colleague, Judy Webster.

Back Talk

Out of the Box and/or Off the Wall — Says Tony Ferguson: “We need to cultivate within ourselves and within our organizations a tolerance for off-the-wall thinking so that out-of-the-box situations can be aired and adopted when appropriate.

Call for Contributors

You have less than ONE year! Is there something you want to study? Who were the important people of the twentieth century? What were the important trends? What were the issues and happenings that shaped our world? What else? Against the Grain seeks your help, contribution, and input. The phone lines are open...
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